LOOK BETTER

GET
NOTICED!
It’s a New Year and a New You

BY KELLY MILLAR

LOOK BETTER
Fashion Tips for getting noticed
but nothing highlights a woman's shape better, than
newly single or having been single for some time
and getting back in the dating game, it can be
that men notice. Therefore ladies, it is especially
important to pay attention to your clothing choices
to get the opposite sex to notice you and to make
a splash with the New Year is to revitalize your
wardrobe. The compliments will be plentiful!
With a new year on the horizon, it's a perfect time to

dresses. It makes the ultimate womanly, elegant
statement. Be sure to keep or buy dresses that are
monochromatic and elegant and all about the cut,
Some bright prints and colours draw attention away
from your physical beauty. Also ensure that your
dresses

They should skim the body without

clinging and again choose a cut that highlights your
best assets. Be sure they are not too short as your
elegance is a massive attraction. If you wear more

focus on a new you. Many women struggle with the
Wear a subtly sexy multi layered sheer
blouse with your pencil skirt to
you organize how you present yourself
in order to capture that much desired
attention from men and put your best

showcase your feminine curves.
Your blouses should be in one
of the best colours to draw
attention to your face and
again skim your body
without being too tight.

your wardrobe! Throw out the clothes

Last but not least,

that make you look twice your original

always

wear

heels.

They are the ultimate
the right places and should highlight
your assets. Next, work out what your
best assets are. Is it your long, elegant
neck, your décolleté, your slim waist or
your sexy legs? Invest in some pieces that
showcase your best feminine assets. Men
prefer anything that looks feminine and
sexy on a woman regardless of age. So
remember to always ensure your look is
feminine.
The next tip for the new you, is to stick to

eligiblemagazine.com

Wearing heels with a pair
of skinny jeans or a dress
lengthens your legs and creates
silhouette. Wearing heels is a
must;

never

underestimate

what a pair of heels can do for
you! So ladies what are you
waiting for? Get noticed!
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